Yale has a golf club of 150 members.

Columbia College has a library of 203,000 volumes.

Highlands is eligible for another year as pitcher of the Harvard baseball team.

The income of the University of Chicago for the coming year is expected to reach $600,000.

The *Heidelberger Zeitung* published an announcement of the result of the Harvard-Princeton football game.

Five members of the Yale football eleven will graduate this spring, while Princeton will lose only one man, Captain Lea.

Harvard has not as yet chosen any captain for its ball nine. Scannel will probably be elected to that position in the spring.

Among the recent social events at Harvard was a dinner given by Prof. Charles Eliot Norton in honor of Mr. Rudyard Kipling.

The Rugby football championship of Canada was won by the University of Toronto, which defeated Montreal by the score of 20 to 5.

The Yale-Harvard debate will be held in New Haven about the first of May. Yale will choose the question, and Harvard has the choice of sides.

At a mass meeting of the Williams students, a test ballot showed that the feeling in favor of an honor system in examinations was almost unanimous.

The New London Board of Trade is making an effort to have a boat race arranged between Yale and one of the English University crews for next year at New London.

The increase of colleges in America during the last hundred years has been marvelous. Before the breaking out of the Revolutionary War nine were in existence, and the total number is now 451.

The Yale football eleven has decided to take a southern trip after the regular season in the northern states is ended. A game has been arranged for Christmas Day in Atlanta with the University of Georgia.

Fifty-four thousand dollars was spent at Yale last year on athletics. Of this amount ten thousand dollars was subscribed by the undergraduates, and the remainder was raised chiefly by the proceeds of baseball and football games.

Columbia College has been challenged by the universities of Minnesota and Wisconsin to boat races next year. Minnesota will come East in the spring, paying all expenses, if Columbia will go West the following year. Columbia will probably accept, if the events do not interfere with the tri-collegiate race at Poughkeepsie.

An instrument to test the speed of a baseball has recently been used at Princeton. By means of an electrical attachment in the pitcher's hand and another in the catcher's, the exact time is read from a chronoscope. It was found that Altman pitched a ball 60 feet in .6 of a second, and that Bradley threw a ball in .59 of a second.

A woman has been elected to the college board of trustees at Cornell. President Schurman says: "It is a courteous recognition of woman's right to govern as well as to study at Cornell; and if it shall have the effect of leading women to interest themselves in a practical way in promoting the development of the university, the precedent is pretty certain to be followed in future years."